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Introduction 

The goal of Target-Pathogen is to become a useful resource for researchers working in the               

field of drug discovery to translate biological questions in a computational tractable way by              

exploring, filtering and weighting the vast quantity of genomic-scale data sets that are now              

available in order to produce a shortlist of suitable targets for further investigation. The main               

feature of Target-Pathogen is to integrate data from different sources with structural            

druggability analysis and metabolic network reconstruction in a consistent and effective           

manner, contributing to a better selection of potential drug targets for screening campaigns             

and the analysis of targets for structure-based drug design projects. 

The general purpose of this tutorial is to show users how to explore data present in Target-                 

Pathogen and how to weight this information in order to identify and prioritize drug targets for                

pathogens. 

The following sections will guide users with examples to browse available genomic            

information, to obtain a ranked list of putative drug targets and to choose promising              

pathways from the drug discovery point of view. 

Browsing the available genomic information in Target-Pathogen. 

Target-Pathogen function as a database that allow users to rank and prioritize targets for              

drug development. A large amount of information of each gen and protein within genomes is               

actually present in the database. The genome browser can be accessed and queried using              

the web interface at http://target.sbg.qb.fcen.uba.ar/patho/. Here you have to choose one of            

the genomes already uploaded in Target-Pathogen by clicking Genomes. Suppose you are            

searching for a particular Mycobacterium tuberculosis protein, so you must select H37Rv            

genome. 

The following example will take you through a trip around Target-Pathogen, showing its             

salient characteristics to search for a protein, that allows accession of the desired record in a                

fast and intuitive manner. 

All searches start in the main search page, where you can use a keyword including Go                

terms, Uniprot ID (1), PFam ID (1, 2) or structure PDB ID (3) or you can specifically search a                   

gene or pathway. Target-Pathogen also allows users to navigate the genome using            
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JBrowse. Searches may return a single database entry (e.g. when searching by Gene) or              

multiple entries (e.g. Keyword and pathways). Finally, genomes can be also easily explored             

hierarchically by EC number (4) or the different categories of Gene Ontology (5) by using               

Krona. 

Let's assume, that in the present example, we already know our target protein ID, thus we                

simply type "Q7D9R5" in “Keyword”, to retrieve all associated records. 

 

The resulting records are listed in the ranking page. For each record, size, druggability              

score, gene name and the number of pathways where the proteins are involved is              

presented.  

 

By clicking on the desired row, eight tabs of the corresponding record will be expanded. This                

tabs, will contain general information, metadata, protein's sequence, ontology and PFAM           

domains (2, 6), joined with structural and metabolic information. 

In the present example, our protein of interest has been crystallized (PDB ID=1l1e). To              

access the record, click in the in 1l1e structure. Six main tabs will be display. 

The top tab is where the visualization of the protein can be downloaded for VMD. Clicking in                 

the download button a compressed file is download. This is the visualization for the protein in                

our example in the GLMol web software (http://webglmol.osdn.jp/index-en.html) used in the           

server:  
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Other tabs presents the structure related data, including the interactive pocket visualization            

module. The visualization module allows i) to select which pocket to show (ticking the              

corresponding pocket Select field), ii) display present HETATMS (7), assigned CSA (8) or             

PFAM relevant residues, iii) Display the protein chains in different styles, iv) Display the              

pocket residues or the alpha spheres (With polar and apolar spheres). In the druggable              

pocket of the example shown below, we depict polar alpha spheres of pocket "1" in black                

while its apolar alpha spheres in white. The HETATMS found in the crystal structure are               

shown as balls and sticks in different colours. 
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Another possible visualization of the same pocket, could be done by selecting to show the               

residues lining the pocket (not the alpha spheres) and the residues reported to be part of a                 

domain in PFAM or a drug binding site. In the figure below superposition between the               

druggable pocket and one of the drug binding site of the crystallized protein is shown. 
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Obtaining a list of drug targets candidates for Mycobacterium tuberculosis.  

We have previously defined two important features to select a gene product as a potential               

target for new drugs development to combat Mycobacterium tuberculosis (9). First, the role             

of the protein within the metabolism and second, it's ability to bind a drug-like molecule,               

which in turn inhibits its function. Target-Pathogen allows users to interactively visualize            

genomic data in order to explore these criteria in genes and proteins of ten genomes now                

available in our web server. 

In this example we will guide you to obtain a ranked list of targets for drug development                 

against latent Mycobacterium tuberculosis. 

To obtain a short list of proteins that could be adequate candidates for drug targets you have                 

to choose H37Rv genome and click “Prioritize Targets” in the protein column of the              

“Genomes” page. By doing that, you will be directed to a three tabs page, where you can                 

filter and weight the data present in the database to display a set of proteins that fulfill the                  

criteria defined by  the user. 

Once there, you can filter out all proteins without a druggable pocket and also present               

possible side effects with human host.  
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Just by a click in Structure, a window containing all parameters related with the protein               

structure will be open.  

 

If you check druggability you will filter proteins by the druggability score (10). If you want                

druggable and highly druggable proteins you must keep all proteins with DS>0.5. 
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In a similar way, you can select “human_offtarget” in “Metadata” to filter out those protein               

with an human offtarget score > 0.6. By doing this you will retain 2047 records from a total of                    

4,023 proteins in M tuberculosis genome.  

The lack or inhibition of an essential protein will conduce to inhibit growth or to death of the                  

pathogens. So, a key criteria to select a good group of targets in tuberculosis is the                

essentiality of the proteins. To use these criteria, we can click in “Metadata” in the Filter-Tab                

and select “essentiality”. In this case gene essentiality was defined as in previous works              

(11) (10). Another criteria to select a good group of targets is their lack of a close homolog in                   

humans to prevent side effects (human offtarget property in “Metadata”) . By doing this you               

will keep the 762 druggable, essential and without close human homologous that are             

actually annotated for M. tuberculosis genome.  
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To further rank the putative targets to specifically combat latent tuberculosis, we use the              

right panel (Score) to define a scoring function as: 

FS = 4
H+S+R + I + 2

Ch+Cy
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The first term of the equation integrates available expression data under different conditions             

mimicking infection. are variables that defines overexpression in different    , , R, I  H S          

experimental models: hypoxia, starvation, RNOS stress and mice infection models          

respectively (9). The second term focus in metabolic context of the proteins. In this way               Ch

and determines if the reaction associated to the protein is a chokepoint or central in theCy                

bacteria metabolism. Note that expression and metabolic terms are divided by two and four              

respectively assigning the same weight to both components. 

Each variable takes the value of 1 if the protein comply the criteria and 0 if not. A high value                    

means that the protein fulfill most of the criteria that defines a promising drug target. The                

third tab (show below), at the bottom, is where it is displayed the proteins ranked by the                 
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criteria previously set. You can easily download this table in csv format just by clicking on                

“Download List”.  

 

 
Uploading users data 
A key feature that distinguish Target-Pathogen from other target prioritization software is that             

users can upload their own data in an easy way, just by simply uploading a tsv format                 

archive (tab separated values). As an example we show a tsv archive with some antibiotics               

resistance related genes. Download example1 Download example2 

 

The first column in the tsv must be the genes id of the corresponding genomes and must be                  

named “id”. Then you can add as many columns as you wish with different values that can                 

be either numeric or strings. In this example each column represent first and second line               

antibiotics against M tuberculosis. For each combination of genes and antibiotics there is a              

“yes” if the gene has a genetic polymorphisms associated with the respective drug and a               

“no” if hasn’t. To upload this data you should click “Add new properties” in the Filter or Score                  

Tab. Once uploaded this data you can use it to filter or to calculate a new score.  
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Choosing promising pathways as putative targets of new drugs. 

Numerous genomic sequencing projects have provided a nearly complete list of the            

components that are present in an organism, so post-genomic projects now focus on             

understanding metabolic and signaling networks, large multimeric complexes or even whole           

organisms. This emerging field of systems biology provides a key framework for            

understanding cellular metabolism under different conditions, facilitating the discovery of          

new drugs. Due to this, the reconstruction, through bioinformatic tools, of pathogens            

metabolic networks is key to explore possible molecular targets (proteins) of novel drugs. As              

said before, Target-Pathogen allow users to select and study proteins not only according to              

properties such as the essential role in the metabolism (essentiality) and / or feasibility of               

being inhibited (druggable), but also to its contextual role (contextuality) in metabolic            

pathways. Moreover, it allows you to rank pathways with a user-defined criteria in order to               

prioritize entire pathways as good candidates for novel therapies. One fundamental           

advantage of studying the metabolic context of putative targets is that results are expected              

to allow the design of possible combined therapies (targeting more than one target from the               

same metabolic pathway). 

For example, if we want to determine which pathways are relevant for develop new therapies               

for polymyxin B-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae, maybe we should be interested in a            

scoring function as defined in equation 2 in order to assign a score to each pathway: 

F  Chk Pb  S = C x +   + C  
y + H + E + C  

Kp +   

Where = (pathways.completeness) is the ratio between the total number of reactions of a C  
x              

pathway associated with a gene and the total number of enzymatic reactions present in the               

pathway. is the proportion of reactions that are actually (pathways.norm_chokepoint)  Chk         

chokepoints in the pathway. (pathways.max_centrality) is the ratio between the node    C  
y         

centrality and the node with with the biggest centrality in the entire metabolism. reflects             C  
Kp   

the presence of the different proteins belonging to pathway in pathogenic Klebsiella            

pneumoniae(metadata.conserved_pathogen_norm), is where off-target criteria H      
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(metadata.human_offtarget) analysis is taking place and defines essentiality of the      E     

pathway (metadata.hit_in_deg, metadata.essential in mgh78578) and, at last, P         

(overexpressed in polymixin) is the ratio between the genes present in the pathway and the               

overexpressed genes in polymyxin B-induced transcriptomic response (12).  

 

Overall, a high value would mean that most genes in the pathway and the hole pathway itself                 

fulfill most of the user defined criteria and therefore are attractive from the drug discovery               

point view. At last, we defined a pathway as druggable if at least one of the proteins involved                  

is druggable and rule out non-druggable pathways (in the Filter, at the left part of the screen,                 

property ” druggable” was added as a filter). 

 

 

Top five pathways are shown below. 
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